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Abstract. In this paper we analyze in detail the equilibrium configurations of classical
polytropic stars with a multi-parametric differential rotation law of the literature using
the standard numerical method introduced by Eriguchi and Mueller. Specifically we
numerically investigate the parameters’ space associated with the velocity field char-
acterizing both equilibrium and non-equilibrium configurations for which the stability
condition is violated or the mass-shedding criterion is verified.
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1 Introduction

The problem of equilibrium of rotating self-gravitating systems, dating back to Newton’s
Principia Mathematica studies on the Earth’s shape, still represents a very actual topic in
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the field of astrophysics. Its main target is to reconstruct the structure of rotating stars
considered to be, in a first approximation, in hydrostatic equilibrium although more com-
plicated hydrodynamical effects can be taken into account by using modern tools of nu-
merical analysis. Historically the studies on spherical non rotating self-gravitating bodies
(well summarized in the classical Chandrasekhar’s monograph on stellar structure [1])
and on uniformly rotating ones in the case of incompressible fluids (deeply analysed too
in the companion Chandrasekhar’s monograph on ellipsoidal figures of equilibrium [2],
as well as, for instance, in [4–12]) preceded the study of compressible uniformly rotating
polytropic stars [3]. All of these studies were completed by a series of refined numer-
ical integrations of the complicated field equations governing the problem, performed
by the Japanese school, which specifically investigated the problem of self-gravitating
fluid’s shape bifurcations [13–20]. The next step then has been the inclusion of differen-
tial rotation laws in the treatment, for instance in [21, 22], where rotation profiles were
considered admitting an exact integral relation leading to an analytical expression of the
centrifugal potential term in the hydrostatic equilibrium equation. In the literature it is
known that differential rotation plays an important role in modelling the rotating stars’
structure, in particular for both initial and ending phases of the stars’ life. Most of the
aforementioned works dealt with barotropic stars, i.e. configurations in which isopycnic
(constant density) and isobaric (constant pressure) surfaces coincide, although it has been
recently stressed the importance to consider also more general situations, like the baro-
clinic one (in which isopycnic surfaces are inclined over isobaric ones) in order to obtain
more realistic configurations [23]. We have to point out also that although many recent
papers dealt with relativistic figures of equilibrium (see for instance e.g. [24] and refer-
ences therein) in relation to the problem of modelling possible sources of gravitational
waves, the initial step to investigate the effects of pure rotation is to consider the problem
of classical figures of equilibrium first. In the present paper, we will analyse in detail i)
a polytropic classical self-gravitating fluid, ii) with axial and equatorial symmetry and
with iii) a multi-parametric differential rotation law, which was proposed in [25] without
a systematic analysis of the possible configurations belonging to such a velocity profile.
The main feature of this rotation profile is that, with respect to the study in [21], this one
can be considered as a generalization because it does not admit an analytical expression
for the integral for centrifugal potential term. In addition, the presence of different free-
parameters allows a more detailed study of the way in which the star rotates. By using
the general method given in [21] in order to perform an analysis of the free-parameters’
space, we identify the presence of possible bifurcation points in the configurations’ se-
quences. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the numerical method by
Eriguchi and Mueller [21] is briefly reviewed, the multi-parametric differential rotation
profile taken by [25] is discussed and an analysis of possible instabilities which may be
reached is performed. In Section 3, we show results locating stable configurations within
the free-parameters’ space and focusing on how different values of parameters in the
rotation law could lead to different shaped configurations. The correctness of results is
checked and already known results of [21] are recovered. In Section 4 we summarize and


